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SLOW DANCING IN THE BIG CITY (1978)—A boxing
movie-type ballet movie—Rocky as a young
ballerina (Anne Ditekhow), who has to
learn that she’s a champion inside.

THE JOHN WAYNE Project (1978)—An
independent film—Sage, John Wayne,
and Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania.

SOMETHING ROTTEN  by [unsigned]

THE FARE THEE WELL BY [unsigned]

THE GREAT GATSBY (1974)—A silent film
version—Directed by Francis Ford
Coppola.

THE REAL LIFE OF LULU (1974)—A
biographical documentary—Directed by
John Lennon.

THE BOYS FROM SOUTHERN SHADOW
(1974)—A musical—Directed by
Dirty Dancing.

THE GREAT GATSBY (1974)—A
silent film version—Directed by Francis
Ford Coppola.

THE JUNGLE BOOK (1974)—A
musical—Directed by John Lennon.
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